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Credit risk assessment has gained increasing marked attention in the recent years by researchers, financial institutions, and banks,
especially for small and microsized enterprises. Evidence shows that the core of small and microsized enterprises’ credit risk
assessment is to construct a scientific credit risk indicator system, and the key is to establish an effective credit risk prediction
model. *erefore, we analyze the factors that influence the credit risk of Chinese small and microsized enterprises and then
construct a comprehensive credit risk indicator system by adding behaviour information, supervision information, and policy
information. Furthermore, we improve the multiple criteria linear optimization classifier (MCLOC) by introducing the one-norm
kernel feature selection and thereby establish the kernel feature selection-based multiple criteria linear optimization classifier
(KFS-MCLOC). As for experiments, we use real business data from a Chinese commercial bank to test the performance of these
models. *e results show that (1) the proposed KFS-MCLOC has greater advantages in predictive accuracy, interpretability, and
stability than other models; (2) the KFS-MCLOC selects 10 features from 53 original features and gives selected features their
weight automatically; (3) the features selected by the KFS-MCLOC are further verified and compared by the features selected by
the logistic regression model with stepwise parameter, and the indicators of “quick ratio; net operating cash flow; enterprises’
abnormal times of water, electricity, and tax fee; overdue days of enterprises’ loans; and mortgage and pledge status” are proved to
be the most influencing credit risk factors.

1. Introduction

Nowadays, faced with the challenges of economic global-
ization, credit risk assessment of small and microsized en-
terprises has attractedmore andmore considerable attention
from financial market investors, financial regulators, and
national governments. *e main purpose of credit risk as-
sessment is to measure the possibility of enterprises’ default
through qualitative analysis and quantitative calculation of
factors that may lead to credit risk and to provide the basis
for credit decision-making and risk prevention of banks. In
reality, a small increase in the level of bad credit level of
enterprises will lead to huge losses to financial institutions
[1]. *us, if we can accurately evaluate the credit risk of an
enterprise, it will not only promote the improvement of the

enterprise’s own risk management level, but also help the
bank to effectively prevent the enterprise’s default risk,
thereby effectively improving the operation efficiency of the
whole capital market.

Small and microsized enterprises have been recognized as
the predominant type of business units in most Asian econo-
mies. In the recent years, small and microsized enterprises have
played an increasingly important role in promoting economic
growth, increasing employment opportunities, and creating
industries. For example, according to theMinistry of Commerce
of China, small and microsized enterprises contribute 60% of
GDP, provide 80% of urban employment opportunities, and
introduce 75% of new products, accounting for 65% of patents
and inventions. *us, the important role played by Chinese
small and microsized enterprises can be seen obviously.
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*erefore, it is necessary to establish a credit risk indicator
system and a credit risk assessment model, especially for small
and microsized enterprises.

However, the construction of the small and microsized
enterprises’ credit risk indicator system is different from that
of the large enterprises. For instance, the financial infor-
mation of small and microsized enterprises is incomplete
and opaque, thereby cannot objectively and truly reflect the
comprehensive credit risk status of SMEs. So, it is far from
enough to only use financial information, whereas it is
mainly used by large enterprises. How to build a compre-
hensive credit risk indicator system by including some
behavior variables, supervision variables, and other novel
related variables becomes the main focus in today’s SMEs’
credit risk assessment. Moreover, the improvements and
optimization of models can further increase the predictive
accuracy to better help enterprises and financial institutions
with their risk management and risk prevention.

Recently, many researchers have paid great attention to
improve the algorithm of the credit risk assessment models,
including statistical models, intelligent models, and opti-
mization models. Evidence indicates that the models used
nowadays are more advanced and complicated than before,
and these models are also proved to be more effective than
before. For instance, Zhang et al. proposed a sparse mul-
ticriteria optimization classifier to deal with credit risk as-
sessment. *e results showed that the proposed model is
more efficient and has better interpretability as well as
generalization power [2]. Zhang et al. presented an im-
proved sequential minimal optimization learning algorithm
named FV-SMO by using the credit data from the Chinese
Banking Regulatory Commission. *e experimental results
demonstrated that FV-SMO performed much better in
saving the computational cost and increasing predictive
accuracy compared with the other five state-of-the-art
classification methods in enterprises’ credit risk assessment
[3]. However, few of them study how to carry out feature
selection and classification simultaneously.

In this paper, firstly, we construct a credit risk indicator
system especially for Chinese SMEs, which contains six
parts, that is, basic information, financial information, actual
controllers’ information, behavior information, supervision
information, and policy information. Secondly, we improve
the MCLOC from two aspects. Firstly, the one-norm of
feature kernel weight vector is introduced into the objective
function of MCLOC for feature selection and data dimen-
sionality reduction. Secondly, the kernel feature selection is
introduced, and the importance of each feature is expressed
by the weight of the kernel feature. *e empirical results
show that the KFS-MCLOC not only shows high accuracy in
predictive performance, but also has great advantages in the
feature selection process.*e experimental results are shown
as follows. Firstly, the proposed KFS-MCLOC has greater
advantages in predictive accuracy, interpretability, and
stability than other models. Secondly, the KFS-MCLOC
selects 10 features from 53 original features and gives se-
lected features their weight automatically. *irdly, the fea-
tures selected by the KFS-MCLOC are further compared
with the features selected by the logistic regression model

with stepwise parameter, and the comparison results show
that the indicators of “quick ratio; net operating cash flow;
abnormal times of water, electricity, and tax fee; overdue
days of enterprises’ loans; and mortgage and pledge status”
are proved to be the most influencing risk factors.

*e remaining sections are structured as follows. Section 2
provides an introduction to credit risk assessment, feature
selection, and sparse learning and classification models, with
reviews and comparison of the related literatures. Section 3
proposes a new model—kernel feature selection-based mul-
tiple criteria linear optimization classifier (KFS-MCLOC).
Section 4 presents the experimental design, including the
Chinese small and microsized enterprises’ credit risk indi-
cator system, dataset description and preprocessing, pa-
rameter setting, andmodels’ evaluation criteria, whilst Section
5 describes and analyzes the experimental results. Finally,
Section 6 is devoted to the conclusions as well as future work.

2. Literature Review and Related Works

At present, the research studies on credit risk assessment of small
and microsized enterprises in academia and practice mainly
focus on two aspects: one is the design of the credit risk indicator
system; the other is the construction of the credit risk prediction
model. In this section, we review and discuss the credit risk
indicator system, feature selection methods, and credit risk
assessment models by using examples from the past literature.

2.1. Credit Risk and Credit Risk Assessment. Credit risk as-
sessment is emerging as an important concerning topic
nowadays. Recently, it has played a more and more im-
portant role in assessing the credit worthiness of individuals
and enterprises. Generally, the enterprises’ credit risk refers
to the risk associated with financing problems [3]. Credit
risk can not only lead to creditors’ economic losses, but also
lead to business failure (or corporate distress or bankruptcy
or corporate failure). *erefore, how to avoid the credit risk
crisis of small and microsized enterprises has been a main
focus in the recent years. *e purpose of enterprises’ credit
risk assessment is to distinguish enterprises from good ones
to bad ones by various methods, which is essentially a binary
classification problem. Recently, the binary classification
problem has become the focus of research in the fields of
statistics, machine learning, and optimization algorithms,
and various methods including logistic regression, SVM,
ANN, and MCLPC have been applied to solve this problem.

2.2. Credit Risk Assessment Models

2.2.1. Statistical Models. Originally, credit risk was evaluated
by experts’ experience and then evolved into the 5Cs theory.
With the development of statistical technology, statistical
methods were applied to predict the enterprises’ credit risk.
In 1936, Fisher first established a discriminant analysis to
discriminate between the two groups of applicants, which is
a very classical statistical method [4]. Later on, Altman
proposed a famous Z-score model, which is based on the
discriminate analysis model [5]. After that, Orgler applied
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linear regression into credit risk evaluation aiming at dif-
ferentiating between “good” and “bad” credit applicants for
commercial banks in practical credit-scoring applications
[6]. However, linear regression has strict linear assumption
and many other restrictions. Wiginton proposed the logistic
regression model for bankruptcy prediction [7]. Since lo-
gistic regression has no linear requirement and is easy to
understand and interpret, this method is widely used to solve
credit risk assessment problems in real business practice.
However, for most statistical methods, the shortcomings are
obvious, such as they cannot deal effectively with high-di-
mensional data, they have some assumptions, and their
computation time is too long.

2.2.2. Artificial Intelligence Models. In the recent years, with
the development of machine learning and the wide use of big
data, more and more sophisticated intelligence approaches
emerge which are widely applied to enterprises’ credit risk
prediction, such as neural networks [8–10], genetic algo-
rithms [11,12], and decision trees [13–16]. *e literature
shows that the intelligent techniques performed better in
credit risk assessment than traditional statistical methods
[17], and artificial intelligence methods proved to have
higher computation accuracy, less computation time, and
lower computation cost. Nevertheless, the higher predictive
accuracy of artificial intelligence models is often associated
with lower interpretive power and longer training time. So,
despite the advantages of using intelligent methods, there are
still some challenges. For example, most artificial intelli-
gence methods, such as ANN methods, are “black box”
methods, whose output result cannot directly interpret the
credit risk evaluation result. However, whether the results
can be explained is of great importance in practice since
most rejected credit applicants will ask for the reasons for
refusal. Lu et al. believed that it is very important to de-
termine the importance of each variable by decision rule
generation tools before using a black box for prediction [18].

2.2.3. Optimization Models. Besides conventional statistical
techniques and artificial intelligence techniques, more at-
tention has been paid to the collaborative use of optimi-
zation methods and data mining methods. For example, the
SVM, which was first proposed by Cortes and Vapnik, can
achieve a higher generalization power and promising results
relative to other classification techniques in credit risk
modelling [19]. Subsequently, many researchers used im-
proved SVM based on optimizing theory for enterprises’
credit risk assessment. Yao et al. proposed a novel two-stage
model which is based on the least square support vector
machine, and the results showed that this model yields better
performance than that of the other statistical models [20].

Moreover, similar to the idea of SVM, mathematical
programming optimization techniques such as linear pro-
gramming, quadratic programming, integer programming,
and multicriteria linear programming, which are also based
on the optimizing and data mining methods, are widely used
in credit risk assessment. Meanwhile, the literature shows
that the mathematical programming techniques are shown

to have higher predictive accuracy and better explanatory
power. In the early 20th century, Shi et al. proposed a
compromise solution-based MCLPC model by using be-
havior analysis of credit cardholders [21]. Maldonado et al.
proposed a mixed-integer linear programming model for
simultaneous classification and feature selection. *e ex-
perimental results showed the effectiveness of this method in
terms of predictive performance [22]. In addition, some
other researchers also solved the linear and nonlinear
problems through optimization methods [23,24].

2.3. Feature Selection and Sparse Learning. Feature selection
is a necessary step to select features from a large number of
data when using classification algorithms to build credit risk
assessment models because the quality of data will signifi-
cantly affect the performance of almost all algorithms. Inmost
cases, it is highly possible that the real-world data contain
many irrelevant and redundant features, whereas an appro-
priate feature selection method can reduce high feature di-
mension and remove irrelevant features and redundant
features [12]. Ala’raj and Abbod’s experimental results proved
that choosing an optimal subset of features can improve
prediction accuracy of the classifiers when constructing the
hybrid model [25]. Zhang et al. also indicated that feature
selection process was of great importance in reducing the
computation time and increasing predictive accuracy [26].

Generally, the two most commonly used feature selection
methods are filter and wrapper [27]. However, these two
methods can only improve the predictive accuracy, but
cannot automatically find out the most important features. To
improve the interpretation ability, some researchers proposed
to solve this problem by the sparse method, among which
zero-norm and one-norm are more typical data sparse
methods. Generally, zero-norm regularization is considered
as a good method in theory. However, since zero-norm is a
nonconvex discontinuous function, the corresponding
mathematical problems are difficult to solve and domain
knowledge is needed to control the value of superparameters,
so it is not suitable for large-scale high-dimensional data
problems. However, because of its convexity, one-norm can
be directly used in the case of sparse features. In general, these
sparse methods are difficult to integrate into kernel functions
of high-dimensional feature space. More recently, many re-
searchers have studied the sparse method; for instance, Sun
used sparse nonnegative matrix factorizations for reducing
the data dimensionality, and the empirical results showed that
the NMF-SVM model has the relatively good predictive
performance [28]. Mei proposed a sparse coding with sparse
dictionaries (K-SVD method) for enterprises’ credit risk
prediction, and the empirical results demonstrated that this
method shows a superior predictive performance [17].

3. Research Methodology

3.1. Multiple Criteria Linear Optimization Classifier
(MCLOC). For a binary classification problem and given
dataset D � (x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn)  with a feature set
X � (X1, . . . , Xd)T, each input point xi(xi ∈ Rd) belongs to
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the class label yi where yi ∈ −1, 1{ }, d is the dimensionality
of the input space, and n is the sample size.

According to these research works [29–31], two mea-
sures can be used to make a separation between the positive
class and the negative class for solving a two-class classifi-
cation problem. One measure is the overlapping degree of
deviation from the separating hyperplane, and another is the
distance between input points and the separating hyper-
plane, respectively. *us, in the case of linearly separable
data, a multiple criteria linear optimization classifier
(MCLOC) model can be denoted as

min
w,b,α,β

C 
n

i�1
αi − 

n

i�1
βi

s.t. yi wTxi − b(  � βi − αi, αi ≥ 0, βi ≥ 0,

i � 1, . . . , n,

(1)

where αi (αi ≥ 0, α � (α1, . . . , αn)T) is the distance at which an
input point xi deviates from the separating hyperplane
wTxi � b, βi(βi ≥ 0, β � (β1, . . . , βn)T) is the distance where the
input point xi departs from the decision hyperplane, the penalty
constant C(C> 0) is used to tradeoff the overlapping degree


n
i�1 αi and the separation degree 

n
i�1 βi, the weight vector

w(w � (w1, . . . , wd)T) consists of the weights of different
features, and the scalar b(b ∈ R) is the unrestricted variable.

3.2. Multiple Criteria Quadratic Optimization Classifier
(MCQOC). For the MCOC model in (1), the function ‖w‖22
regarding the weight vectorwwith a penalty factor D(D> 0),
which determines the complexity of the classifier model, is
also added to the objective function of the classification
problem. Besides, the linear sum of errors is replaced by the
squared sum. *us, we get a multiple criteria quadratic
optimization classifier (MCQOC) with the quadratic ob-
jective function and the linear constraints, which can be
denoted as

min
w, b, α, β

D‖w‖22 + C 
n

i�1
α2i − 

n

i�1
βi

s.t. yi wTxi − b(  � βi − αi, αi, βi ≥ 0,

i � 1, . . . , n.

(2)

Based on the constraints in the MCOC model in (2), we
can calculate the intercept b(b ∈ R), and the separating
hyperplane regarding the weight vector w(w ∈ Rd) is de-
fined as

wTx − b � 0, (3)

where x is any input point from the independent test set.
*us, for a new input point x, its class label y can be

predicted by the following decision function:

f(x) � sign wTx − b . (4)

*us, the input point x is classified as the positive class
(y � 1) ifwTx≥ b. Otherwise, the input point x is classified as
the negative one (y � −1).

In general, there are three main characteristics that make
the multiple criteria optimization classifier (MCOC) more
popular than some other traditional classifier models.
Firstly, either the principle of MCOC or the algorithm of
MCOC is relatively easy to interpret in practice. Secondly,
MCOC gains a perfect generalization power as well as an
excellent classification accuracy rate since it can correctly
find the best balance between minimizing the overlapping
degree and maximizing the total distance departed from the
boundary. *irdly, it is shown that since it is very easy and
simple to implement the MCOC classifier and adjust its
parameters, the performance of the model can be improved
considerably. Besides, for the multiclass classification
problem, the above MCOC model can be changed into
multiple one versus one and one versus the rest classifiers.

3.3.1eKFS-MCLOCModel. Nonlinear separable data often
appear in the real business world, especially when classifying
the credit status of SMEs. Traditionally, a basis function ϕ(·)

can be used to transform the nonlinear problem into a linear
problem by mapping the input points from the input space
to the new high-dimensional feature space, where data are
linearly separable. For any input point xj from the training
set D, the weight vector w is expressed as a linear combi-
nation with respect to the instance coefficient vector
λ(λ � (λ1, . . . , λn)T) and class label y, and we have

w � 
n

j�1
λjyjϕ xj . (5)

*en, for any two input points xi and xj from the
training set D, their dot product ϕ(xi)

Tϕ(xj) with respect to
the basis function ϕ(·) can be replaced with the kernel
function K(xi, xj). *erefore, the separating hyperplane is
reformulated as



n

j�1
λjyjK xj, x  � b. (6)

Here, for any two input points xi and xj from the training
set D, their dot product ϕ(xi,m)Tϕ(xj,m) with respect to the
mthdimension is replaced by the mth dimensional kernel
km(xi,m, xj,m). Let the feature kernel weight vector be
μ(μ � (μ1, . . . , μd)T), then the total kernel function K(xj, xi)

is further defined as the linear combination of km(xi,m, xj,m)

and the kernel weight of μm(μm ∈ R). *us, we have

K xj, xi  � 
d

m�1
μmkm xj,m, xi,m . (7)

For the purpose of dimensionality reduction, the one-
norm of the feature kernel weight vector μ with the sparsity
factor S can be introduced to the MCLOC model in (1). At
the same time, the kernel feature selection is realized by
applying the total kernel function to the MCLOC model in
(1), so the kernel feature selection-based MCLOC (KFS-
MCLOC) model can be written as
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min
μ,b,α,β

S‖μ‖1 + C 
yi�−1

αi − 
n

i�1
βi

s.t. yi 
n

j�1
yj 

d

m�1
μmkm xj,m, xi,m  − b⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ � βi − αi, 0≤ βi, 0≤ αi ≤C, μm ∈ R,

i, j � 1, . . . , n.

(8)

Owing to the discontinuity of the one-norm of the
feature kernel weight vector μ in the objective function in the

KFS-MCLOCmodel in (8), let |μm|≤ tm(tm ≥ 0), and we have
the final KFS-MCLOC model with the form

min
μ,b,α,β

S 
d

m�1
tm + C 

n

i�1
αi − 

n

i�1
βi

s.t. yi 
n

j�1
yj 

d

m�1
μmkm xj,m, xi,m  − b⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ � βi − αi, 0≤ βi, 0≤ αi ≤C, −tm ≤ μm ≤ tm, 0≤ tm ≤ S,

i, j � 1, . . . , n,

m � 1, . . . , d.

(9)

As shown in (9), the feature kernel weight μm represents
the importance of each feature. *e larger the μm, the higher
the importance of the feature in the mth dimension. And
then, the mth feature should be held in the feature space.
Otherwise, the feature is redundant which can be removed
from the feature space. In this way, the high-dimensional
feature vector can be transformed to a low-dimensional
feature vector by the feature kernel weight vector in the total
kernel function, which can make it efficient for the model to
make later calculation.

For any input point x, its class label can be determined by
the following decision function:

f(x) � sign 
n

j�1
yj 

d

m�1
μmkm xj,m, xi,m  − b⎡⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎦, (10)

where for any input point xi with αi � 0 and βi > 0, the
intercept b can be obtained by
b � 

n
j�1 yj 

d
m�1 μmkm(xj,m, xi,m), based on the optimal

feature kernel weight vector μ.
Finally, for two input points xi and xj, the RBF kernel

function regarding the mth feature is defined as

km xj,m, xi,m  � exp −
xj,m − xi,m 

2

2σ2
⎛⎝ ⎞⎠, (11)

where the parameter σ is specified by the user.

3.4. Algorithmic Design of KFS-MCLOC. *e overall process
of the experimental design of KFS-MCLOC is shown in
Figure 1.

*is process can be divided into several stages as follows:

Stage 1. Data Preprocessing. We will use the Binning
method and the min-max normalization method to
normalize the original dataset

Stage 2. Data Partitioning. We will divide the dataset
into the training subset and the test subset, and we will
use the five-fold cross-validation method for the
training process
Stage 3. Parameter Setting. We will use grid-search
method for parameter setting
Stage 4. Two-Stage KFS-MCLOC Model and Other
Models. We will test KFS-MCLOC, logistic regression,
SVM, neural networks, MCLOC, and MCQOC with
the test set to get the predictive results
Stage 5. Predictive Results and Performance Evaluation
of Models. We will use seven performance criteria,
including the total accuracy, F1 score, MCC, KS score,
AUC, type-I accuracy, and type-II accuracy, to evaluate
six models’ predictive performance
Stage 6. Feature Importance Analysis. We will use
importance analysis and the reduction rate to make an
in-depth analysis of the selected features

4. Empirical Design for Small and Microsized
Enterprises’ Credit Risk Assessment

In this section, we use the proposed KFS-MCLOC and other
classifiers for small and microsized enterprises’ credit risk
assessment, and this section includes four parts, that is,
Chinese small and microsized enterprises’ credit risk indi-
cator system, data description and data preprocessing, pa-
rameter setting, and performance evaluation criteria.

4.1. Design of Small and Microsized Enterprises’ Credit Risk
Indicator System. In this experiment, the dependent variable
is defined by whether it is in credit risk status. If the en-
terprise is in credit risk status, then the indicator will be
equal to 1; otherwise, the indicator will be equal to 0.
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Meanwhile, as for independent variables, a total of 53
credit risk indicators are selected as initial input variables.
Based on the characteristics of small and microsized en-
terprises, we construct a multidimensional and multilevel
credit risk indicator system especially for Chinese small and
microsized enterprises, and these variables are picked based
not only on the financial experts’ suggestions but also on the
past classical and influential literature [32]. On the whole,
the credit risk indicators in this paper can be broadly
classified into six overall dimensions: basic information,
enterprises’ financial information, the actual controller’s
information, behavior information, supervision and evalu-
ation information, and policy information.

First of all, the basic information of the enterprise directly
reflects the most basic situation of the enterprise and reflects
the basic quality of the enterprise itself. In general, the higher
the quality of the enterprise itself, the less the credit risk of the
enterprise will be. Experience shows that the size and the

ownership structure of the enterprises are very essential for
credit risk assessment. Moreover, the industry to which the
enterprise belongs also has a great influence on whether the
enterprise will go bankrupt in the future.*is is because some
industries are largely affected by macroeconomic factors such
as national policies, which may lead to unstable operating
conditions to enterprise. *e description of enterprises’ basic
information is shown in Table 1.

In the second level, the financial information is an in-
dispensable link in the construction of the credit risk in-
dicator system. *e literature shows that the financial
information of the enterprise must be fully considered when
constructing the enterprise credit evaluation index system.
Hence, we select commonly used financial indicators (sol-
vency, profitability, operating capacity, and growth capacity)
to reflect the financial situation of the enterprise and select
the cash flow-related indicators to reflect the capital turnover
of the enterprise. *e description of small and microsized
enterprises’ financial information is shown in Table 2.

As for the third level, we focus on the information about
small and microsized enterprises’ actual controllers. It is of
great importance since the management right and owner-
ship of small and microsized enterprises are usually highly
concentrated in the hands of the actual controller, which
means that the actual controller has the absolute power to
influence the decision-making and the future development
direction of the enterprise. Simon found that managerial
ability plays a much higher role in predicting credit rating
performance than other indicators [33]. Karabag found the
great impact of top management actions and the quality of
human resources about enterprises’ failures [34]. In terms of
the existing literature, we find that some indicators are
frequently chosen, for instance, marital status, educational
background, age, gender, daily behavior, and their credit
status. In this paper, the actual controller’s information
includes the basic information, behaviour information, and
supervision information. *e description of the actual
controller’s information is shown in Table 3.

In terms of the fourth level, we focus on the small and
microsized enterprises’ behaviour information. Under the
“Internet Plus” and “Big Data Era,” enterprises’ behaviour
records are increasingly being concerned by the government,
financial institutions, and counterparts. Since the influence of
enterprises’ behaviour becomes more and more extensive, re-
searchers paymore attention to the enterprises’ daily behaviour.
In fact, nowadays, the relationship between the expected be-
haviour of enterprises and their past social relations as well as
their past behaviour rules is far more important than that of
their financial information. For instance, Wang et al. proved
that besides conventional hard information, soft information
like behaviour information also enters into the lending decision
process [35]. *erefore, we add the behaviour information to
supplement the content of the credit risk indicator system. *e
description of behaviour information is shown in Table 4.

As for the fifth level, since supervision information re-
flects the past production, operation, and credit status of the
enterprise, it can help the government to better supervise
enterprises and help banks to better prevent the default risk.
*erefore, supervision information is necessary. *e

Start

Credit risk data of Chinese SMEs

Data preprocessing

Parameter setting

Data partitioning

Training set

Validation set

Test set

Logistic
regression

MCLOC MCQOC Neural
network

SVM KFS-MCLOC

Predictive performance
is satisfied?

Credit risk prediction

Performance evaluation

Feature importance analysis

End

Yes

No

Figure 1: *e overall process of the KFS-MCLOC algorithm for
small and microsized enterprises’ credit risk assessment.
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description of supervision and evaluation information is
shown in Table 5.

Finally, in the macrolevel, policy information can largely
influence the future development direction of the enterprises. In

general, enterprises which are in line with national industrial
policies or bank’s ownpolicy aremore likely to get credit support
from banks; on the contrary, banks will be more cautious. *e
basic description of policy information is shown in Table 6.

Table 1: Small and microsized enterprises’ basic information.

Variable Variable name Variable definition
X1 Registered capital *e amount of registered capital
X2 *e size of enterprises Micro 1, small 2
X3 *e size of employees *e number of the enterprises’ employees
X4 Years of establishment 1 plus years since the enterprises’ started to incorporate

X5 *e nature of enterprises Private 1, collective 2, foreign commercial 3, Hong Kong, Macao, and
Taiwan 4, state owned 5.

X6 Industry of enterprise
Manufacturing 1, wholesale and retail 2, electricity and thermal 3, transportation 4,

water conservancy 5, agriculture and forestry 6, construction 7,
resident service 8, and mining 9

Table 2: Small and microsized enterprises’ financial information.

Variable Category Variable name
X7

Solvency

Asset-liability ratio
X8 Current ratio
X9 Quick ratio
X10 Interest coverage ratio
X11

Profitability

Operating cash flow liability ratio
X12 Return on total asset
X13 Gross profit margin
X14 Return on sales
X15 Return on total assets
X16 Return on equity
X17

Operating capacity
Inventory turnover ratio

X18 Account receivable turnover
X19 Total asset turnover
X20

Growth capacity

Sales growth rate
X21 Profit growth rate
X22 *e growth rate of total assets
X23 Capital accumulation rate
X24 Cash flow information Net cash flow from operating activities
X25 Net cash flow

Table 3: Actual controller’s information.

Variable Category Variable name Variable definition
X26

Actual controller’s basic
information

Family status Married 1, unmarried 2, divorce 3
X27 Educational background High school 1, secondary school 2, college 3, university 4
X28 Gender Male 1, female 2
X29 Age *e age of the actual controller

X30

Actual controller’s
behaviour information

Managerial experience Number of year that the actual controller engaged in
management

X31 Number of self-owned enterprises Number of enterprises owned by the actual controller

X32 Accumulated overdue repayment Accumulated overdue repayment times of the actual
controller in the bank in the past two years

X33
Financial situation of actual

controller Amount of deposit owned by the actual controller

X34 Actual controller’s
supervision information

Whether there are bad tax records
and illegal behaviours Yes 1, no 0

X35 Positive comments Number of positive comments of actual controller
X36 Negative comments Number of negative comments of actual controller
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4.2. Data Description and Data Preprocessing

4.2.1. Data Description. *e data we use in this paper come
from a Chinese commercial bank. *is dataset comprises
188 small and microsized enterprises, in which 130 enter-
prises are regarded as “not in credit risk status (normal)”
while 58 of them are regarded as “in credit risk status
(default).” *e enterprises we choose cover various indus-
tries, such as industrial enterprises, agricultural enterprises,
and marine enterprises. Moreover, the nature of enterprises
also covers many types, such as private, joint venture, and
foreign capital. In terms of data type, this dataset includes
various types of variables, such as binary data (male/female),
character data (bank’s historical credit rating), and nu-
merical data (financial ratios). *erefore, the enterprises’
data chosen in this paper are relatively representative.

4.2.2. Data Preprocessing. In reality, irrelevant and redun-
dant features will not only reduce the predictive perfor-
mance of a classification model but also increase the
computational complexity [36]. Generally, data will be firstly
preprocessed before going to the model by converting the
initial data to standard form data. In this paper, the “Bin-
ning” and “min-max normalization” are used as data

preprocessing methods. *e process of using the min-max
normalization method is shown as follows:

X′ �
X − Xmin

Xmax − Xmin
, (12)

where Xmin represents the minimum value of X and Xmax
represents the maximum value of X.

In order to ensure the typicality of sample data ex-
traction, we adopt the stratified random sampling method to
collect samples from the training set. *rough the stratified
random sampling method, 70 normal enterprises and 30
default enterprises are selected from the total samples as
training samples. *e remaining 60 normal enterprises and
28 default enterprises are used as test samples. *e distri-
bution of the sample is shown in Table 7.

In addition, Stone proved that the cross-validation
method is an effective method to test the strength of the
predictive power of models [37]. Since the K-fold cross-
validation is applied due to its properties of being simple,
easy, and using all data for training and validation [38], we
use a five-fold cross-validation for each of the aforemen-
tioned classifiers on the training subset in each iterative
process. After that, we can obtain the final predictive ac-
curacy by using the average of the five groups’ results.
Furthermore, an iterative process on the predefined

Table 4: Small and microsized enterprises’ behaviour information.

Variable Variable name Variable definition

X37
Whether the wages of employees in the past

12 months can be paid on time Yes 1, no 0

X38 Employees provided with insurance *e proportion of employees provided with insurance

X39
Whether water, electricity, and tax fees are abnormal

in the past 12 months
Abnormal times of water, electricity, and tax in the

past 12months

X40 Change of manager in the past three years *e number of the changes of the general manager in the
past three years

X41 Whether has credit business with the bank Yes 1, no 0
X42 Overdue enterprise loans Overdue days of enterprises’ loans
X43 Whether affiliated enterprises is abnormal Yes 1, no 0

X44 Mortgage and pledge status Whether the mortgage and pledge of enterprises
is abnormal

X45 Whether the guarantee enterprise is abnormal Yes 1, no 0

Table 5: Supervision and evaluation information.

Variable Category Variable name Variable definition
X46 Abnormal information of business operation Business exceptions Number of business exceptions
X47 Administrative sanction Number of administrative sanction
X48 Judicial litigation information Civil judgment document Number of civil judgment document
X49 Abnormal tax payment Number of abnormal tax payment
X50 Evaluation information Positive comments Number of positive comments
X51 Negative comments Number of negative comments

Table 6: Policy information.

Variable Variable name Variable definition
X52 Whether the enterprise complies with the preferential policies of the bank Yes 1, no 0
X53 Whether the enterprise conforms to the industry preferential policies Yes 1, no 0
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parametric set will be used to find the best parameter. At last,
the predictive performance of each classifier will be reported
for comparison in order to get the best classification
accuracy.

4.3. Parameter Setting. Based on the given training set, we
employ the 5-fold cross-validation method to train KFS-
MCLOC, SVM, neural networks, MCLOC, and MCQOC,
and then they are tested by using the independent test. In the
process of training these classifiers, some discrete sets
corresponding with different parameters are predefined. As
for neural networks, we define a two-dimensional grid
corresponding with various numbers of hidden layers and
nodes in each hidden layer to search the optimal network
structure. *at is, the number of hidden layers took values
from 1 to 3, while the number of nodes in each hidden layer
varies from 10 to 50 with the stride 2. For the SVM classifier,
the optimal penalty factor C is selected from the set {1, 2, 5,
10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500, 1000}, whereas the range of the
parameter σ is set to {0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50,
100} for the RBF kernel function. For MCLOC, MCQOC,
and KFS-MCLOC, the penalty factor C and the shrinkage
factor S for feature selection are uniformly defined as the set
{1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500, 1000}. Meanwhile, the
domain of the parameter σ for the RBF kernel function is set
to the set {0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100}.
Furthermore, all of the experiments are carried out using the
MATLAB 8.1 platform.

4.4. Performance Evaluation Criteria. In this paper, we use
seven criteria to evaluate the performance of six classifiers,
which includes total accuracy, type-I accuracy, type-II ac-
curacy, F1 score, MCC, and KS score.

4.4.1. Total Accuracy. Total accuracy is one of the most
popular performance evaluation criteria which is defined as
the correct predicted samples divided by the total sample,
and it is computed as

total accuracy �
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
, (13)

where TP refers to the number of the correct classification of
the good creditor as the good creditor; FN refers to the
number of the wrong classification of the poor creditor as the
good creditor; TN refers to the number of the correct
classification of the poor creditor as the poor creditor; and
FP refers to the number of the wrong classification of the
good creditor as the poor creditor.

4.4.2. Type-I Accuracy or Type-I Error. Type-I error is
known as the false negative rate, and type-I accuracy is
known as the true positive rate, which are, respectively,
computed as

type − I error �
FN

TP + FN
,

type − I accuracy � 1 − type − II error.
(14)

4.4.3. Type-II Accuracy or Type-II Error. Type-II error is
known as the false positive rate, and type-II accuracy is
known as the true negative rate, which are, respectively,
computed as

type − II error �
FN

TP + FN
,

type − II accuracy � 1 − type − II error.
(15)

4.4.4. F1 Score. F1 score is commonly used to measure the
predictive accuracy of the binary classification model in
statistics, and it is computed as

F1 score �
2 × TP

2 × TP + FN + FP
. (16)

4.4.5. Matthew’s Correlation Coefficient (MCC). MCC is
usually used to judge the correlation relationship between
two groups of data, and it is computed as

MCC �
TP × TN − FP × FN

[(TP + FN) ×(TP + FP) ×(TN + FP) ×(TN + FN)]1/2
.

(17)

4.4.6. Kolmogorov–Smirnov Score (KS Score). KS score is
widely used in evaluating the discriminatory ability of the
model between positive and negative samples because it is
sensitive to the difference of position and shape between two
kinds of empirical cumulative distribution functions. *e
higher the KS score, the better the performance of the model.
*e KS score is computed as

KS score � max(|TP − FP|). (18)

4.4.7. AUC. AUC is regarded as a widely used measure for
model performance evaluation. As a numerical value which
ranges from 0 to 1, AUC can evaluate the classifier

Table 7: Distribution of samples.

Sample set Number of total
enterprise

Number of
normal enterprise

Number of
default enterprise

Proportion of normal
enterprise (%)

Proportion of default
enterprise (%)

Total sample set 188 130 58 69.15 30.85
Training set 100 70 30 70 30.00
Test set 88 60 28 68.18 31.82
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intuitively. *e evaluation criterion is that the larger the
AUC value, the better the evaluation performance of the
model.

5. Results and Discussion

5.1. Optimal Parameter Setting. In this paper, we study the
effect of different parameters on the classification perfor-
mance of SVM, MCLOC, MCQOC, KFS-MCLOC, and
ANN, respectively. By running the grid search and 5-fold
cross-validation against the training data, the best param-
eters are found for SVM with C � 100 and σ � 10, MCLOC
with C � 5, and MCQOC with C � 10. As for KFS-MCLOC,
its optimal parameters are, respectively, 20 for the shrinkage
factor S for feature selection, 200 for the penalty factor C,
and 0.2 for the bandwidth σ of the RBF kernel function. For
the neural network classifier, the optimal network topo-
logical structure is composed of 1 hidden layer with 44 nodes
in addition to input and output layers.

5.2. Model Evaluation of Predictive Results. As for Chinese
small and microsized enterprises’ credit risk assessment, we
use the five-fold cross-validation method to train the
training subsets of the proposed KFS-MCLOC and the other
five models, respectively, and then provide each predictive
result. In this paper, we totally use seven evaluation criteria,
including total accuracy (TA), type-I accuracy, type-II ac-
curacy, F1 score, MCC, KS score, and AUC to measure the
performance of six models.

As shown in Table 8, we can find that the performance of
KFS-MCLOC is significantly better than that of the other
classifiers. *e total accuracy of KFS-MCLOC is 93.63%,
which is the highest, indicating that KFS-MCLOC has the
best overall predictive performance. As for the F1 score, only
KFS-MCLOC’s F1 score exceeds 0.9, which is 0.91. In
comparison, the other five models’ F1 scores are all below
0.9, i.e., SVM (0.82), neural networks (0.77), logistic re-
gression (0.75), MCQOC (0.74), and MCLOC (0.72). In
terms of MCC, KFS-MCLOC also has an absolute advantage
(0.87), which is much higher than the other classifiers.

In order to compare the predictive ability of each model
more clearly, we draw an ROC curve. Figure 2 shows that the
ROC curve of KFS-MCLOC is on the far left, which means
that it is far better than MCLOC and MCQOC. *is indi-
cates that the predictive performance of the MCLOC can be
largely improved by introducing the one-norm kernel fea-
ture selection. In addition, the ROC curves of neural net-
works and SVM almost overlap, and both are slightly better
than logistic regression in most cases.

Moreover, compared with the ROC curve, since AUC
has a specific value, it can intuitively show the classification
performance of the model. *erefore, we make a supple-
mentary comparison of the results through AUC. As shown
in Table 8, the AUC of KFS-MCLOC is the highest, which is
0.93, and MCLOC performed the worst, which is 0.79.

In addition, experience shows that when the negative
sample has a greater influence on the judgment of results, the
KS score can better reflect the distinguishing ability of the

model than AUC. Figure 3 shows the comparison of KS
score among six classifiers. We can see in Table 8 that the KS
score of KFS-MCLOC is also the largest (0.85), while the KS
score of logistic regression is the lowest (0.61). *is result
fully demonstrates that unbalanced data have a negative
impact on the classification performance of traditional
classifiers, which also proves the conclusion of Galar et al.’s
research, in which they said that when faced with unbal-
anced distribution of classes, the performance of traditional
classifiers was often disappointing [39].

However, in real business practice, the banks are more
concentrated on the type-II error since the cost of the type-II
error is much higher than the cost of the type-I error. Table 9
shows the type-I accuracy, type-I error, type-II error ac-
curacy, and type-II error of the six models.

In order to display the results more intuitively, we draw
the histograms of type-I accuracy and type-II accuracy of six
classifiers, respectively (Figure 4). From the comparison
results of type-I accuracy, SVM performs the best (94.64%).
However, from the comparison results of type-II accuracy,
KFS-MCLOC performs the best (98.57%), followed by lo-
gistic regression (85.71%); and the worst is MCLOC
(68.57%), which is almost 30% lower than KFS-MCLOC.

Table 8: Predictive results of six models based on five evaluation
criteria.

Model TA (%) F1 score AUC KS score MCC

Logistic regression 82.05 0.75 0.82 0.61 0.63
Neural networks 85.68 0.77 0.83 0.72 0.67
MCLOC 82.73 0.72 0.79 0.75 0.6
MCQOC 84.32 0.74 0.8 0.68 0.63
SVM 89.09 0.82 0.87 0.8 0.74
KFS-MCLOC 93.63 0.91 0.93 0.85 0.87

Logistic regression
Neural networks
MCLOC

MCQOC
SVM with the RBF kernel
KFS-MCLOC with the
RBF kernel
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Figure 2: ROC curve of six models.
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Figure 3: KS curves of six models. (a) Logistic regression. (b) Neural networks. (c) MCLOC. (d) MCQOC. (e) SVM. (f) KFS-MCLOC.
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In conclusion, there are three main findings: firstly, in
the comparison of the results of total accuracy, type-II ac-
curacy, AUC, KS score, F1 score, and MCC, KFS-MCLOC’s
performance is significantly better than that of the other
models, i.e., logistic regression, SVM, neural networks,
MCLOC, and MCQOC, except for type-I accuracy, in which
KFS-MCLOC’s performance is slightly worse than that of
SVM. Secondly, SVM has almost the second-best predictive
performance among the six models. *irdly, the predictive
performance of MCLOC is the worst, which fully shows that
it is very necessary to improve the algorithm of MCLOC.

5.3. 1e Analysis and Discussion of Feature Selection Results

5.3.1. Reduction Rate Analysis. Generally, the purpose of
dimension reduction or attribute reduction is to solve the
problem of too many features in the original feature set.
Obviously, the computational complexity of the model will
be greatly reduced and the calculation efficiency of themodel
will be greatly improved, by reducing the number of original
features in the feature space. Furthermore, a proper feature
reduction can ensure that the final predictive results from
the reduced data are basically consistent with the predictive
results obtained from the original data set.

In this paper, the sparse kernel method is used to filter
the original feature set, which can reduce the attributes and

ensure the accuracy of the predictive results simultaneously.
Among them, the reduction rate is an important indicator,
i.e.,

reduction rate �
total features − used features

total features
× 100%.

(19)

In general, the less the number of features in credit risk
indicators is, the more the explainable power of small and
microsized enterprises’ credit risk assessment will be. *e
comparison of reduction rates of six classifiers is listed in
Table 10.

Normally, the fewer the selected features, the higher the
reduction rate and the stronger the explanatory power of the
selected features. As shown in Table 10, KFS-MCLOC selects
10 most important features from 53 original features, with a
reduction rate of 81.13%; while other models (logistic re-
gression, SVM, neural networks, MCLOC, and MCQOC)
are with a reduction rate of 0%.

5.3.2. Feature Importance Analysis. *e 10 selected features
and their weights are shown in Figure 5 and are described in
brief as follows: X9(−2.04%), X24(−19.76%), X30(−2.52%),
X34(7.95%), X37(−7.21%), X39(21.42%), X42(10.14%),
X44(−13.09%), X45(10.06%), and X47(5.81%).

In order to make a more specific analysis, we combine
and classify the name, category, positive/negative impact,
and weight proportion of the features selected by KFS-
MCLOC, which is shown in Table 11 in detail.

Specifically, from the perspective of the categories of the
selected features, they cover the financial information, basic
information of the actual controller’s information, behav-
ioural information, and supervision information. Among
them, the number of features belonging to behavioural
information is the largest, accounting for more than 50% of
all indicators. In terms of contribution degree, the sum of the
three features (“abnormal times of water, electricity, and tax
in the past 12 months,” “net operation cash flow,” and
“mortgage and pledge status”) importance weights exceeds
50% and plays a decisive role. Among which, two features
belong to behaviour information and one feature belongs to
financial information. As for the influence direction of se-
lected features, we can see that there are 5 selected features
that have positive influence and five selected features that
have negative influence.

5.3.3. Further Verification of Selected Features. In order to
further verify the rationality of the important features

Table 9: Predictive results of six models based on four evaluation criteria.

Model Type-I accuracy (%) Type-I error (%) Type-II accuracy (%) Type-II error (%)
Logistic regression 80.33 19.67 85.71 14.29
Neural networks 91.67 8.33 72.86 27.14
MCLOC 89.33 10.67 68.57 31.43
MCQOC 90.67 9.33 70.71 29.29
SVM 94.67 5.33 77.14 22.86
KFS-MCLOC 91.33 8.67 98.57 1.43
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Figure 4: Type-I accuracy and type-II accuracy of six models.
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selected by KFS-MCLOC, we choose the logistic regression
model with stepwise parameter to screen the original 53
features. At the significance level of 5%, logistic regression
with stepwise parameter selects 8 important features which
are shown in Table 12.

As we can see from Table 12, according to the categories
of selected features, most of the selected features belong to
small and microsized enterprises’ behaviour information,
which again proves that the behaviour information plays an
important role in SME’s credit risk assessment. In addition,

Table 11: Feature selection results by KFS-MCLOC.

Variable Variable name Category Positive/
negative Weight

X9 Quick ratio Enterprises’ financial
information Negative −2.04%

X24 Operating net cash flow Enterprises’ financial
information Negative −19.76%

X30 Actual controller’s management experience Actual controller’s information Negative −2.52%

X34
Whether the actual controller has any record of tax default and

illegal behaviour Actual controller’s information Positive 7.95%

X37
Whether the wages of employees in the past 12months can be paid

on time
Enterprises’ behaviour

information Negative −7.21%

X39 Abnormal times of water, electricity, and tax in the past 12months Enterprises’ behaviour
information Positive 21.42%

X42 Overdue days of enterprises’ loans Enterprises’ behaviour
information Positive 10.14%

X44 Mortgage and pledge status Enterprises’ behaviour
information Negative −13.09%

X45 Whether the guarantee enterprise is abnormal Enterprises’ behaviour
information Positive 10.06%

X47 Number of administrative punishments Enterprises’ supervision
information Positive 5.81%

Table 10: Reduction rate of six models.

Model Selected features Number of selected features Reduction rate (%)
Logistic regression X1, . . ., X53 53 0
SVM X1, . . ., X53 53 0
Neural networks X1, . . ., X53 53 0
MCLOC X1, . . ., X53 53 0
MCQOC X1, . . ., X53 53 0
KFS-MCLOC X9, X24, X30, X34, X37, X39, X42, X44, X45, X47 10 81.13
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Figure 5: *e 10 features selected by KFS-MCLOC and their importance weights.
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by comparing the features selected by KFS-MCLOC and
features selected by the logistic regression model, it is found
that there is no significant difference between them. It can be
shown that five indicators including “quick ratio, net op-
erating cash flow, abnormal times of water, electricity, and
taxes in the past 12 months, overdue days of enterprises’
loans, and mortgage and pledge status” are selected by both
KFS-MCLOC and the logistic regression model. To some
extent, this result further proves the effectiveness and cor-
rectness of the KFS-MCLOC model in feature selection.
Furthermore, it should be worth noting that although both
models can select important features, KFS-MCLOC can
automatically give importance weight to each selected fea-
ture, whereas the logistic regression model is relatively weak
in this respect. From this point of view, KFS-MCLOC has
more advantages in feature selection process.

In addition, combined with the results of Tables 11 and
12, we make a more in-depth discussion on the indicators
selected by both KFS-MCLOC and logistic regression with
stepwise parameters, as follows.

Firstly, “quick ratio” is considered to be the ability of
quick assets to pay current liabilities and is an important
index to measure the short-term solvency of enterprises. *e
higher the “quick ratio” is, the stronger the short-term
solvency is and the less likely the enterprise is to have credit
risk.

Secondly, “net operating cash flow” is proved to be one of
the most important factors, and its importance weight is
relatively high. *is is probably because small and micro-
sized enterprises have a small scale of assets and a single type
of production and operation, which lessen their external
financing channels. Once they face short-term financing
pressure or fall into production difficulties, it is usually
difficult to get the support of external funds. In this case, the
internal capital generated by the production and operation
of small and microsized enterprises is particularly impor-
tant. *erefore, through operating cash flow, we can analyze
the rationality of enterprise capital operation and judge the
ability of enterprise to repay loans, and thereby assess the
enterprises’ credit risk status.

*irdly, “abnormal times of water, electricity, and tax
fees in the past 12 months” can well illustrate the daily
operating status of enterprises’ credit risk. Because, if the
enterprise cannot pay the water, electricity, and tax fees on
time, it means that there may be a high probability of
problems in the operation of the enterprise at this stage.

*erefore, it can be preliminarily judged that the probability
of enterprises’ credit risk will increase, which needs to be
paid attention.

Fourthly, “overdue days of enterprises’ loans” is a very
important signal to judge small and microsized enterprises’
risk status. *e longer the overdue days of enterprises’ loans
are, the greater the risk of operation of the enterprise is, the
less the cash flow is, and the greater the credit risk of the
enterprise is. Moreover, “overdue days of enterprises’ loans”
is the precursor index for the determination of the high risk
of enterprises.

Finally, “mortgage and pledge status” is also a very
significant indicator. In general, the higher the value of the
mortgage, the less the risk the enterprise will have. At
present, since the financial information and operation in-
formation between banks and small and microsized enter-
prises are seriously asymmetric, the “mortgage and pledge
status” is shown to be a particularly important factor. By
increasing mortgage and pledge, credit risk can be effectively
mitigated, thus reducing the occurrence of nonperforming
loans.

6. Conclusions

Credit risk assessment has always been an important re-
search topic in the fields of accounting, finance, and busi-
ness. At the same time, it has become a hot research field of
statistical learning, artificial intelligence, and optimization
algorithm in the recent years. Nowadays, enterprises’ credit
risk analysis is gradually forming its own theoretical system
and research framework. A good credit risk assessment
model for enterprises has important practical significance on
improving the awareness of credit risk, preventing the credit
crisis, and avoiding the bankruptcy liquidation.

Based on the credit data of small and microsized en-
terprises of a Chinese commercial bank, we design a credit
risk indicator system, especially for small and microsized
enterprises, including basic information, financial infor-
mation, actual controllers’ information, behaviour infor-
mation, supervision information, and policy information. As
for model construction, we improve the MCLOC by in-
troducing the one-norm kernel feature selection and thereby
establish the KFS-MCLOC. In order to test the effectiveness
of the KFS-MCLOC, we use total accuracy, F1 score, MCC,
KS score, and AUC to compare models’ predictive perfor-
mance. *e empirical result shows that the KFS-MCLOC

Table 12: Feature selection results by logistic regression with stepwise parameter.

Variable Variable name Category Coefficient p value
X9 Quick ratio Enterprises’ financial information −0.3168 0.0014
X20 Interest coverage ratio Enterprises’ financial information −0.2924 0.0076
X24 Operating net cash flow Enterprises’ financial information −0.2401 0.0198
X32 Accumulated overdue repayment of actual controller Actual controller’s information −0.3426 ≤ 0.001
X39 Abnormal times of water, electricity, and tax in the past 12 months Enterprises’ behaviour information 1.2816 ≤ 0.001
X42 Overdue days of enterprises’ loans Enterprises’ behaviour information 0.2164 0.0248
X44 Mortgage and pledge status Enterprises’ behaviour information −0.271 ≤ 0.001

X46 Number of administrative punishments Enterprises’ supervision
information 0.345 0.0006
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model performs better than the other models in almost all
aspects by using a real-world credit dataset from a Chinese
commercial bank. Secondly, the KFS-MCLOC selects 10
features from 53 original features and gives selected features
their weight automatically. *irdly, the features selected by
KFS-MCLOC are further verified and compared by the
features selected by logistic regression with stepwise pa-
rameter, and the indicators of “quick ratio; net operating
cash flow; enterprises’ abnormal times of water, electricity,
and taxes fee; overdue days of enterprises’ loans; and
mortgage and pledge status” are proved to be the most
influencing credit risk factors. *is finding is meaningful for
banks and regulatory institutions because these key indi-
cators can be regarded as important credit risk factors and
should be paid more attention in practice in the future. In
theory, this study provides a useful idea and reference for
enriching and developing the credit risk indicator system for
Chinese small and microsized enterprises. In practice, this
paper also has practical contribution since the effectiveness
of the KFS-MCLOC model has been validated by a real-
world credit dataset from a Chinese commercial bank.

6.1. Contribution. In general, the contributions of this paper
are as follows. Firstly, we construct a comprehensive multi-
dimensional credit risk indicator system especially for small
and microsized enterprises by adding enterprises’ behaviour
information, supervision information, and policy informa-
tion. Secondly, we test the evaluation performance of the
model based on the real credit dataset of Chinese small and
microsized enterprises. *e empirical results show that the
KFS-MCLOC model has great advantages in predictive ac-
curacy and stability, which means that the model is suitable
for evaluating the credit risk of small and microsized en-
terprises in the real business world. *irdly, in the financial
field, all credit decisions are required to be interpretable. *e
proposed KFS-MCLOC model can automatically select the
most important indicators and determine their importance
weights, which is very effective in solving the “black box”
problem, so as to help the credit personnel make effective
understandable and traceable decisions.

6.2. Limitations and Future Works. In this section, we
conclude the limitations of the proposed model, and put
forward the corresponding future works. At first, since the
sample size in this paper is relatively small, in the future, a
large dataset with a more complex data structure should be
explored to further validate the proposedmodel. In addition,
dynamic data changing is a relatively new research problem,
and more attention should be paid to it in the future. Finally,
although the KFS-MCLOC is shown to be relatively effective
in small and microsized enterprises’ credit risk assessment,
“expert technology” could also be added to the model for a
higher predictive accuracy.
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